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This 56-page book contains several of our best-selling deductive thinking puzzles. It develops
the logic, reading comprehension, and mental organization skills vital to achieving higher grades
and top test scores in all subjects. These award-winning, fun puzzles are also great for
developing real-life, problem-solving skills!Students learn to carefully analyze each Mind
Benders story and its clues, identifying logical associations between people, places, and things.
The key is to make sure you get all the information out of each clue, by starting with the most
obvious associations, then deducing the less obvious associations until everything finally fits
together.Step-by-step instructions and detailed answers are included. Puzzles increase in
difficulty.

From School Library JournalPreS-Gr 2—Animal lovers and picture book sleuths will find much to
enjoy in this follow-up to The Odd One Out (Candlewick, 2014). Each spread features a different
group of animals, from chameleons to yaks to beetles, and encourages readers to find the
matching pair among a variety of sizes, colors, and body positions. Some pages provide a real
challenge, requiring close inspection and making this the perfect step up from simpler spotting
books. Vibrant, folksy mixed-media illustrations in a rainbow of colors make the depicted animals
at once realistic and appealing without becoming garish, while charming details like bears
wearing scarves add a touch of whimsy. Rhyming text flows beautifully and never feels forced,
using a wide vocabulary to continually encourage pair detection: "although all their patterns/ are
similar types,/which two are sporting/identical stripes?" As an added bonus, several pages
include the proper name for the animal's group—a sloth of bears, a romp of otters. VERDICT
Beautiful illustrations and charming rhymes combine in a spotting book that's perfect for one-on-
one sharing.—Kelsey Johnson-Kaiser, La Crosse Public Library, WIReviewThe warm color
palette and handmade appearance of this traditional pairing book are a refreshing break from
the harsh colors and mechanical appearance of similar offerings in this genre. Children will enjoy
sharing the sometimes quite difficult challenges with their adults.—Kirkus ReviewsBeautiful
illustrations and charming rhymes combine in a spotting book that’s perfect for one-on-one
sharing.—School Library JournalBritta Teckentrup invites children to scrutinize animal groupings
in “Where’s the Pair?," a traditional seek-and-find book that is made notable by the elegance of
its pictures.—The Wall Street JournalAbout the AuthorBritta Teckentrup is a fine artist who has
written and illustrated many well-loved books for children, including Big Smelly Bear and Up &
Down. Born in Hamburg, Germany, she studied at St. Martin’s College of Art and the Royal
College of Art in London.Read more
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Ry4n, “Great critical thinking book. If you are looking for critical thinking exercises i promise this
is the one! My 5 year old hounds me about doing these. If I appear to not be doing anything she
is walking up to me with the book and her pencil.The puzzles themselves have the same layout. I
like this because we dont spend a lot of time figuring out what the puzzle wants. She knows what
she is supposed to do, and the puzzles get harder and harder as the book goes on.Also, the
wording is pretty easy as well so my 5 year old can read alot of the words in the puzzle so it is a
great reading exercise too.I spent a lot of time trying to find a critical thinking book for this
summer and I saw a comment on a different book mention this book.I'm so happy we found
these!”

pru, “Kindergartner loves this workbook. My young kindergartner absolutely loved going through
the first third of this book with me. I have to read the clues to her, but she picked up very quickly
on how to fill out the matrix, and didn't want to stop. I wish I'd bought this for us to do together
this summer, rather than the traditional summer bridge workbooks. My 2nd grader loved working
this summer on book 2, and enjoyed watching her younger sibling go through the first book. I
expect to have to order book 3 and a fresh copy of book 2 after 2-3 more mommy-daughters
work sessions.”

bookmom4, “excellent intro to logic puzzles for little kids. I ordered some analogy and logic
books for my kids, ages 6-13. This is my favorite that I have received so far. It is exactly what I
was looking for. This actually shows the youngest kids how to solve logic problems, using a
graph to fill in with Yes or No based on the clues. (For example, 3 people have 3 pets and you
get two clues to figure out which person owns which pet.) The book is labeled level PreK-K. I
ordered the first book to use with my 8- and 6-year-old boys. I would say that the level rating is
about right---it is too easy for my second grader and about right/almost easy for my
kindergartener. It is not too babyish for my second grader, though. He really liked doing the
puzzles and said that it was just like what he was doing at school. It's a great intro to logic. You
can see a sample from this book at The Critical Learning Co. LOVE it, and can't wait to get the
next books.”

Andy Girl 81, “Kids love these!. My kids love mind benders!!! We wish there were more in the
series!  Excellent tool to keep kids motivated and excited about school work.”

VLRyman, “Great beginning book for critical thinking. Our first grader loves these! She is
advanced, but these are great to help children learn critical thing skills.”

Jenn Newlon, “Educational, but your kid is having so much fun. Getting my daughter to sit down
and actually do work that enriches her mind is very difficult. However, the way these are set up,



she doesn’t even realize she’s learning. She just thinks she’s solving a fun puzzle. She didn’t
want to stop and we ended up doing about 15 in a row. She loves them and we just bought the
second level”

diasha78, “Problem solving book. I got this book for my 4.5 year old daughter and she enjoyed
completing the exercises. She was easily able to complete all the 3x3 matrix exercises.I would
recommend this book to teach young children problem solving and logic skills.The only think I
did not like is how you had to mark Y and N in the results matrix. My daughter would just draw
lines to match the results. I would prefer the results layout to be more like a matching then
matrix.  There is no way a 4 year old can understand to put her results in a matrix form.”

JMStahl, “Awesome!. We love this book! My kindergartener looks forward to doing it throughout
our school week!”

Vilasini, “Good book. Book is super duper good .but please don't buy the used one. It's all
scribbled .and the original cost itself doesn't not exceed 780 . Critical thinking company website
has ebook download.”

The book by Britta Teckentrup has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 241 people have provided feedback.
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